
  

 

P R O P W A S HP R O P W A S H   
C A N A D I A N  M I L I T A R Y  F L I G H T  E N G I N E E R S  N E W S L E T T E R  

Editor’ note August 2013 

F lying as a passenger, you probably haven't seen a Flight Engineer in along time. The passenger airlines, freight carriers and military 
have all but retired their three-person aircraft. It's happening in the Herks right now as they go to the glass cockpits in the new models.            

Some of our Maritime Patrol aircraft are now reconfigured with glass cockpits. 
     Under the Aurora Incremental Modernization Project (AIMP), work has been underway for some time, upgrading computer, navigation, 
communication and radar systems, as well as making structural improvements to ten of eighteen CP-140 Aurora Maritime aircraft. The in-
tent of the modernization project, is to keep the aircraft safe and operationally viable until 2020.  
     Block II of the project, has brought a glass cockpit with the Navigation and Flight Instruments (NFI) component, provided by CMC Elec-
tronics, and a complete replacement of the communications suite. 
     DND has announced that it plans to replace the upgraded and 're-lifed' CP-140 Aurora fleet between 2015 and 2020, and the leading can-
didate for CP-140 replacement is the Boeing P-8 Poseidon. The P-8 flight deck is basically a modern 737 glass-cockpit. 
     As a result of these changes, the Flight Engineer station has been eliminated. The FE cockpit panel, has been replaced with digital dis-
plays on the pilots instrument panel. Health Monitoring and Engine Remote Diagnostics Technology have also removed the need for Flight 
Engineers hourly flight log readings . 
     A great deal of health monitoring technology has come out of the helicopter industry These aircraft are completely reliant on some me-
chanical systems where failure is catastrophic. So sensors and computer systems have been developed to collect data on such things as vibra-
tion, temperatures, pressures etc., allowing analysis and the detection of unhealthy trends. 
     Roll-Royce , General Electric and Pratt & Whitney have all adopted the use of health monitoring technologies to monitor how their en-
gines are performing, combined with flight log monitoring. 
     Boeing Airplane Health Management (AHM) provides timely identification and diagnosis of airplane system issues, which improves 
performance and operational efficiency. A maintenance decision support capability provided through MyBoeingFleet.com, Airplane Health 
Management uses real-time airplane data to provide enhanced fault forwarding, troubleshooting, and historical fix information to reduce 
schedule interruptions, and increase maintenance and operational efficiency. It delivers valuable information when and where it's needed. 
     One feature of AHM Real-Time Fault Management with the airplane still in route is; in-flight faults are communicated to the ground and 
diagnosed, allowing the operator to make real-time operational decisions regarding maintenance, and quickly deploy the necessary people, 
parts, and equipment to mitigate the issue. 
     AHM automatically monitors, collects, and transmits service levels using the Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System 
(ACARS) through the installed Aircraft Condition Monitoring System (ACMS). This includes tire pressure, oxygen pressure, hydraulic flu-
id, auxiliary power unit (APU), and engine oil levels. Consumption trends are tracked to facilitate maintenance planning, calculate optimal 
service intervals, or provide supplemental information to an extended operations (ETOPS) program. 
     Most airline operators employ this Health Monitoring and Airplane Health Management technology to monitor and improve aircraft per-
formance. Airlines also have servicing facilities at their scheduled destinations. Not so with the military, because of its requirements to carry 
out tasks and various missions at any time, and in any part of the world. As a result, they are obliged to carry onboard Aviation Systems 
Technicians or Avionics System Technicians to maintain and service the aircraft when away from their home base. 
      Todays Flight Engineers, are selected from current serving CF members usually through Occupation Transfer. This means that only serv-
ing CF members can apply for transfer, once trained in a CF occupation, if they meet certain criteria. Accordingly, if you are interested in 
becoming a Flight Engineer, you must enrol in the Aviation Systems Technician (AVN Tech) or the Avionics Systems Technician (AVS 
Tech) occupation.  
     An inherent draw back with the modern glass cockpits, is that it has made pilots become Automation Dependent Crews (Automation 
Managers).  Because of this, the diminished use of hands-on pilot skills, have become a major concern as a result of pilots total reliance on 
cockpit automation. A prime example, was the crash of Air France Flight 447 (Propwash, August 2011) off the Brazilian coast in 2009. The 
crash investigation concluded, that the cockpit crew took the wrong steps to correct a high-altitude stall, and blamed the errors on poor train-
ing of those piloting today's highly automated aircraft. The recent crash of the Asiana Boeing 777, has all the earmarks of poor piloting 
skills. 

You can watch a very interesting video relating to Automated Cockpits titled “Children of Magenta” at;  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3kREPMzMLK 
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 Pilots Avoided Manual Flying, Former Trainers Say 

 

A s the Asiana Airlines Inc. jet neared Los Angeles International Airport, Captain Vic 
Hooper told his Korean co-pilot to make a visual approach, meaning he'd manually 

fly instead of letting automation do the work. 
     The co-pilot froze, leaving them too high and off course, Hooper said about the inci-
dent, which occurred several years ago. Hooper said he had to take over the controls to get 
the Boeing 777 back on track. 
     "I don't need to know this," Hooper said the co-pilot told him later, explaining why a 
maneuver that's second nature to most U.S. airline pilots rattled him. "We just don't do 
this." 
     U.S. crash investigators are examining the manual flying skills and cockpit teamwork 
among the pilots of Asiana, Flight 214 as they determine why the 777 crashed in San 
Francisco on July 6, killing three teenaged girls from China. Two passengers remain in critical condition at San Francisco General Hospital 
and Trauma Center. 
     Pilots were being told by air-traffic controllers to use visual approaches the day of the accident because the airport's glide slope, which 
helps line up the correct path to the runway, was closed for construction.  
Too Low 
     The plane was coming in too low and had gotten almost 40 miles an hour slower than the target approach speed when its landing gear and 
tail struck a seawall short of the runway.  
     Lee Hyo Min, a spokeswoman at Asiana, declined to discuss the manual flying skills of its pilots, citing the NTSB investigation. 
     Asiana shares fell 0.6 percent to 4,810 won, the lowest since April 2010, at the close of Seoul trading. The stock has slumped 22 percent 
this year, compared with a 6.5 percent decline in South Korea's benchmark Kospi index. Korean Air Lines Co. rose 0.2 percent today. 
     "As planes become more sophisticated, the government has told airlines that they need to narrow the gap between digital and analogue 
systems," Kwon Yong Bok, director general of aviation safety policy at the South Korean transport ministry, said in an interview today, 
when asked about pilots' dependence on automation. He didn't elaborate. 
Asiana Pilots 
     Three aviators who flew for Asiana or who helped train crews in Korea said in interviews that the Asiana pilots they flew with, while in-
telligent and well trained on automated systems, rarely flew manually. 
     Hooper is a graduate of the U.S. Air Force Academy and a former Delta Air Lines Inc. (DAL) captain with more than 25,000 hours in the 
cockpit. 
     Ross Aimer, a retired United Airlines captain who trained crews at Korean Air Lines for Boeing subsidiary Alteon Training in 2008 and 
2009, and Kenneth Musser, of Roswell, Georgia, said they also noticed that many Korean pilots struggled with visual approaches. Musser, a 
former Delta pilot, flew 777s for Asiana for almost four years until 2009. 
     "You will never hear an Asiana pilot request a visual approach," said Hooper, who flew for the Korean carrier from 2006 to 2011 after 
ending his U.S. airline career. "That happens all the time here" in the U.S. 
Touch, Go's 
     Visual landing is one of the first skills an aviator in the U.S. learns, as a civilian practicing on single-engine planes with an instructor at a 
small airport or as a military student pilot. 
     “In both cases, pilots make dozens or hundreds of unassisted landings before graduating to more sophisticated aircraft,” Aimer said. 
     “Civilians in Korea rarely learn to become pilots because the country doesn't have the same network of public airports,” Aimer said. 
“Most non-military pilots hired by Asian are sent to flight school by the carrier,” he said. 
     “Among Korean pilots, even those who flew in the military, comfort with manual flying was unusual,” he said. 
     "They know their procedures almost better than we did as instructors," said Aimer, who now works at Los Angeles-based Aero Consult-
ing Experts. "But we all noticed they all had more trouble with a simple visual approach than with a very sophisticated approach." 
Improving Record 
     David Greenberg, a retired Delta executive, was hired by Korean Air in 2000 to bolster its safety and pilot training, following three fatal 
crashes from 1997 through 1999. 
     "I observed it," Greenberg, speaking in an interview, said of Korean pilots' deficiencies in hand-flying planes, while adding it wasn't 
worse than with pilots elsewhere in the world. 
     A Korean Air Boeing 747 struck a hilltop in Guam on Aug. 6, 1997, killing 228 of the 254 people aboard. The NTSB said the co-pilot and 
flight engineer failed to monitor the captain, who had gotten too low, and found Korean Air's training "inadequate." 
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     Korean Air has had a "stellar" safety record since its last fatal accident in 1999, Penny Pelzer, the company's Phoenix-based spokeswom-
an, said in an interview. The company brought in outside pilots and managers and revamped its safety and training, Pelzer said. 
     "They've established training that is the gold standard in Asia," she said. 
Eroding Skills 
     There were no fatal accidents involving Korea's two main carriers after 1999 until a 2011 Asian cargo plane caught fire while in flight and 
crashed, according to Aviation Safety Network, a Web-based database of crashes. 
     Delta experienced a similar shortfall in pilot skills in the 1980s after introducing more automated Boeing 757s and 767s to its fleet, 
Greenberg said. 
     Flying skills have eroded globally in an era of heavily automated jets, said Robert Mann, a former airline executive who runs consultant 
R.W. Mann & Co. in Port Washington, New York. 
     International flight crews, who may make only four trips a month and spend most of that time on autopilot, "probably don't get enough 
hand-flying," Mann said. 
     While the accident involved different circumstances, the Air France (AF) pilots who crashed in the Atlantic Ocean on June 1, 2009, kill-
ing 228 people, had difficulty flying the plane by hand after a malfunction switched off the Airbus SAS A330's automation, according to 
France's Bureau of Investigations and Analysis. 
Three Seconds 
     After noticing their plane had slowed to well below the target landing speed, the Asian Flight 214 pilots didn't attempt to abort their land-
ing in San Francisco until less than 3 seconds before it struck the seawall, Herdsman said. 
     While the pilot at the controls had almost 10,000 hours of flight experience, he had flown only 10 legs and 35 hours in the wide-body 
777. A management captain making his first flight as an instructor was supervising from the co-pilot's seat. 
     Another pilot aboard to give the primary pilots a rest break was seated in the rear of the cockpit. 
     From the time that the plane descended through 500 feet, the point at which Boeing advises pilots to abort if they aren't sure the landing is 
set up properly, none of the crew voiced concerns until the final seconds before the crash, according to Herdsman. 
     The Korean government has announced it will investigate whether the crew followed procedures and how they were trained, according to 
a Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport statement. 

The Loening Flying Yatch  
Certainly a Contender for One of Canada's Ugliest Flying Machines 

 

T he Loening Model 23L Flying Yacht, developed by German-born Grover 
Loening, came to Canada on October 8, 1922, as G-CADV for Laurentide Air 
Services, and flew from Remi Lake near Kapuskasing, Ontario, until ferried to 

Lac la Tortue in Quebec. The unaeronautical contraption consisted of spruce, glue and 
fabric, and resembled a bathtub more than a flying machine. The prototype's maiden 
flight occurred in 1921, and thankfully, the Loening Aeronautical Engineering Compa-
ny in New York manufactured only 16. A flying boat designed to cater to wealthy 
sportsmen, basic price averaged $19,500. 
     Unable to peddle more than a handful to wealthy sportsmen, Loening convinced the 

U.S. Army to acquire several as the S-1. Limited sales suggested a study northward, where lack of roads and railways blended with numer-
ous lakes and rivers, promised potential markets at a time when war surplus biplanes could be bought for a few hundred dollars. The Model 
23Us hideousness did not prevent pilot David McCullock from establishing a 19,500 foot altitude record. Another pilot set a seaplane speed 
record of 103 miles per hour. Powered by an air-cooled, 400-hp, 12-cylinder Liberty L-12 engine, and pushed by a four-blade propeller, the 
Loening carried four passengers and pilot above a two ply hull with 16 watertight compartments. 
     Fixed wing floats prevented capsizing, and high windows on each side left observers the impression that someone forgot to add a roof. A 
"Description of Aircraft" by the Controller of Civil Aviation, showed one Canadian import with a 1,721-pound empty weight and 3,260 
pounds fully loaded. However, a temporary certificate dated July 25, 1925, permitted a 4,265-pound takeoff. Stick controlled and twin tailed 
with a 45 foot wingspan, the bathtub's forward visibility suited forest sketching and fire patrols. A 57 pound anchor carried in the nose de-
tracted from revenue earning possibilities. At least replacement engines would not pose problems, since 20,748 Liberties had been assem-
bled between 1917 and 1919. 
     Owned by the Ontario Provincial Air Service (OPAS), G-CAOO (and called "Owl" by pilots and mechanics from the registration  last 
letter), came from U.S. headquartered Rogers Aircraft Company on November 16, 1924, and based in Sault Ste. Marie.  
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A n  O v e r v i e w  o f  T o d a y s  F l i g h t  E n g i n e e rA n  O v e r v i e w  o f  T o d a y s  F l i g h t  E n g i n e e r   
The value of the Flight Engineer occupation is wellThe value of the Flight Engineer occupation is well--recognized, and this important cadre of flyers will continue their recognized, and this important cadre of flyers will continue their 

vital contribution to Air Force operations for decades to come. Change is required however, for the occupation’s vital contribution to Air Force operations for decades to come. Change is required however, for the occupation’s   
longlong--term health and for the success of its members.term health and for the success of its members.  

Changes to occupation structure 

T he Flight Engineer rank structure has been revamped and made more consistent with other CF occupations. Changes will be implement-
ed between now and 2015, and, as a result, Flight Sergeants and below will carry out the technical work. 

     Flight Engineer career paths will expand beyond flying operations, providing greater employment flexibility and improved succession 
planning and rank progression opportunities. 
     By 2015, the Corporal to Sergeant rank levels will carry out flying duties. Warrant Officers will maintain their responsibilities as Flight 
Engineer leaders on most flying squadrons, but with full concentration on leadership and supervisory duties. Standards and evaluation War-
rant Officers will continue to perform flying duties due to the requirements of their jobs. 
     Also, effective in 2015, all Flight Engineer Warrant Officers (and above), will transfer to the aircraft maintenance superintendant (AM 
Sup) occupation, consistent with air maintenance occupations. Opportunities are available on a case-by-case basis for those Flight Engineers 
wishing to transfer before 2015. 
     For successful transition to AM Sup, a limited number of Master Corporal and Sergeant-level Flight Engineers will be employed in 
maintenance positions, to build first-hand experience in higher-level maintenance functions and to gain supervisory exposure in aircraft 
maintenance settings. 
     In an effort to more closely align flying operations with aircraft maintenance operations, the Flight Engineer occupation will be managed 
under the air maintenance umbrella beginning in 2015. 
     With these structural changes, Flight Engineers will remain close to their roots as aircraft maintainers, while consistently honing their op-
erational flying and technical skills. 
Changes to career paths 
     Previously, Flight Engineers on their initial tour, could not serve on four-engine aircraft. Following a change in air maintenance policies 
that are now qualification-based rather than rank-based, it’s now possible to employ newly trained Flight Engineers on all fleets, including the 
CC-130 Hercules and CP-140 Auroras. 
     Their career paths will also be modified to better use their previous aircraft maintenance experience, enabling continuity of knowledge on 
specific fleets and contributing to the Air Force mission, both inflight and on the hangar floor. 
Secure Future 
     Flight Engineers will continue to provide inflight technical expertise while benefiting from leadership opportunities and experiences. The 
new plan assures a very secure future for the occupation, and its members can look to the future with confidence and renewed optimism. The 
value of the Flight Engineer occupation is well recognized, and this important cadre of flyers will continue their vital contribution to Air 
Force operations for decades to come. Change is required however for the occupation’s long term health and for the success of its members. 
     Last September, avionics systems (AVS) technicians were able to apply for transfer to Flight Engineer, an occupation that blends mainte-
nance responsibilities and operational flying on a variety of aircraft fleets. 
     “I see the Flight Engineer occupation as an opportunity to experience the challenge and excitement of flying, while continuing to build on 
the aircraft maintenance skills I already possess,” says Master Corporal Shawn Heighington, who intends to apply for occupation transfer as 
soon as it’s available to him. “After years of technical and flight line experience as an AVS technician, becoming a Flight Engineer is the log-
ical next step for me.” 
     Until recently, transferring to the Flight Engineer occupation required an applicant to have previous qualifications as an experienced avia-
tion (AVN) technician. No other occupation was eligible, because AVN was most closely aligned with maintenance qualifications and re-
quired minimal additional maintenance training. The Flight Engineer occupation is highly technical in nature, with its members being opera-
tional aircrew while also responsible for many maintenance functions on their aircraft. 
     However, modern aircraft are becoming increasingly avionics-centric. At the same time, there is significant commonality of training be-
tween AVN and AVS, particularly regarding flight line operations. Coupled with an upcoming revamp of the basic Flight Engineer course, 
the time was ripe to see if it was possible to include AVS technicians as potential Flight Engineers. 
     Therefore, as a result of in-depth study and evaluation of the issue, avionics systems (AVS) technicians were able to apply for voluntary 
occupation transfer starting in the fall of 2011, with the first AVS technicians who began training on the revamped Flight Engineer course, at 
8 Wing Trenton, in April 2012. 
     “AVS candidates have advanced technical knowledge and skills and work right alongside their AVN counterparts on the flight line,” says 
Chief Warrant Officer Mike Kaehler, senior non-commissioned member occupation advisor. “When we looked at it closely, we saw we could 
incorporate changes into our training course that would allow AVS to integrate into our structure relatively easily, while these individuals 
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would also add the increasingly important avionics background into our mix.” 
     In addition, a new waiver standard for AVN techs was developed for times of difficult recruiting to allow AVN journeymen to apply for 
Flight Engineer, since the occupation transfer standard was considered too restrictive. The preferred regular (non-waiver) standard requires 
six years experience as an AVN tech. 
     The direct entry model, recruiting Flight Engineer through recruiting centres, has been set aside, since the training required to gain 
maintenance and operational flight qualifications is more than seven years. So there is no real advantage compared to transferring AVN and 
AVS techs. In September 2011, avionics systems (AVS) technicians were be able to apply for transfer to Flight Engineer, an occupation that 
blends maintenance responsibilities and operational flying on a variety of aircraft fleets. 

A Brief Look at the Aviation and Avionics Systems Trades 
     The Aviation Systems Technician apprentice course is designed to introduce the students to basic tools and the aircraft maintenance envi-
ronment and develop them in the full range of their trade duties. By the end of training, the apprentice will be able to assess a technical prob-
lem and determine a plan to make the repairs. Instruction is provided by a combination of lectures, demonstrations and practical exercises 
using the school's equipment and facilities. Major subject areas covered in the course are: 
1.technical administration;  
2.tools and equipment;  
3.aircraft servicing;  
4.operation of general purpose vehicles; 
5.aircraft wiring repair; 
6. aviation electrical and electronic theory; 
7. airframe and related systems; 
8. aircraft electrical systems and related components; 
9. aircraft weapon systems and related components; 
10. gas turbine engines and related systems; 
11. aircraft life support systems and related components.  
     The Avionics Systems Technician course is designed to take unskilled junior ranks, introduce them to basic tools and the aircraft mainte-
nance environment, and develop them in the full range of their trade duties. By the end of training, the apprentice will be able to assess a 
technical problem and determine a plan to make the repairs. Instruction is provided by a combination of lectures, demonstrations and practi-
cal exercises using the school's equipment and facilities. Major subject areas covered in the course are: 
1. technical administration; 
2. tools and equipment; 
3. aircraft servicing; 
4. aircraft instrument systems; 
5. automatic flight control systems; 
6. aircraft navigation systems; 
7. radar and communications systems; 
8. data processing and software storage systems; 
9. aircraft wiring, cables, and connectors; 
10. discrete components. 
     The course is preceded by a separate training phase of nine months called Performance Oriented Electronic Training (POET). POET co-
vers much of the technological background theory for this trade and includes: 
1. Mathematics (including general technical maths and intro to calculus); 
2. Physics (motion, forces, energy, heat, light and sound); 
3. Computer Programming (introduction and electronics applications);  
4. Electricity (circuits and electro-mechanical devices); 
5. Electronics (electronic devices, assembly methods, digital circuits, integrated circuits, electronic communications and discrete circuits); 
6. Technological Skills (measurement, technical communication, technical drafting, electronic drafting, systems troubleshooting); 
7. Communications Systems; 
8. Microcomputer Systems;  
9. Electric Power and Machines. 

Have you ever wondered why it takes a college degree to break an airplane  
but only a high school diploma to fix one?  
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The Big Fill 
P u m p i n g  g a s  i n t o  a  j e t  

At  London's Heathrow, which moves more international passengers than any other airport, the fuel jockeys of the Aircraft Service 
International Group oversee refueling. Filling an Airbus A380 can take two hours, at a rate of about 1,000 gallons per minute. So 

much flow can generate static, which can create a deadly spark (jet fuel is 
kerosene-based, and much more flammable than gasoline). 
     But the hose is semi conductive to prevent such a conflagration. Add to 
much fuel, and the extra weight renders the craft less efficient; too little can be 
disastrous. And placing the wrong amounts of fuel in the various tanks can 
throw the craft off balance. 
     Fuelers work quickly, time wasted on the tarmac is money lost. To speed 
the process, they steer their vehicles under the plane's wing and begin pump-
ing before they know the exact amount to fill up. The fueler positions his 
truck, its hose (which at some airports remains off the ground, buoyed by 
clamps attached to small wheels), the bonding cable and the lifting platform 

until he is under the craft's wing. He closes a switch called a deadman handle. Every two minutes, the fueler resets the handle to make sure 
the flow is continuous. As departure nears, the plane's captain will radio to request a final amount based on the span of the trip ahead, and 
weather conditions (headwinds can add 10 percent more fuel required for a trip). The A380's tanks hold 84,600 gallons, and its four Rolls-
Royce Trent 900 engines will consume about a gallon of jet fuel every 78 miles for each passenger on board, 853 at full capacity.  

ASIG's fuelers move about three million gallons of fuel every day at Heathrow Airport. 

     The helicopter lost power while flying over a remote Scottish island and was forced to make an  
emergency landing. Luckily there was a small cottage nearby.  

     The pilot walked over to it and knocked on the door. "Is there a mechanic in the area?" he asked the 
woman who answered the door. 

     She scratched her head and thought for a few seconds.  
     "No," she finally said, pointing down the road, "but we do have a McArdle and a McKay.” 

JAPANS DEFENSE FORCES KAWASAKI PJAPANS DEFENSE FORCES KAWASAKI P -- 11   

T he Kawasaki P-1(previously P-X, XP-1) is a Japanese military aircraft and is intended as a replacement for the P-3C maritime patrol 
aircraft operated by the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force.  

     Japan's Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) received the first two of a fleet of next generation P-1 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft in March, with the planes being deployed at Atsugi Air Base in Kanagawa Pre-
fecture in the past month of March. 
     The official delivery ceremony held in Gifu Prefecture, central Japan, heralds the beginning of the 
JMSDF's plans to acquire seven of the high-tech planes to be deployed by March 2014 and a total of 70 
P-1s.  
     The P-1s, designed by Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd. in cooperation with the Defense Ministry, will 
replace the current over 80 aging, P-3 Orion patrol planes used by the JMSDF. 
     The new planes will undergo two years of operation flight testing, before being fully deployed on patrol duties. 
     The P-1 development started in 2001 and was planed to finish in March 2012. The process was delayed for one year due to cracks found 
in its wings and bodies.  
     As the successor to the P-3C, the P-1 is used for prolonged, extensive patrols in the sea areas surrounding Japan. 
     The P-1 is a totally new aircraft that was developed and manufactured domestically, including the airframe, the engines and the patrol 
systems. 
     With its latest technologies, the P-1 flies faster and has a greater range and useful load than the P-3C, enabling it to patrol the extensive 
sea areas surrounding Japan, for many hours. 

A dwarf goes to a very good but very busy doctor and asks: "I know you are busy but do you treat dwarfs?" 
The doctor replies: "Yes, but you will have to be a little patient.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kawasaki_Heavy_Industries�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_P-3�
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Control, Alt, Delete...The Termination of the HS Flight Engineer 

T he following story is just one example of the ever changing air force which seems to have more interest in 
knee jerk reactions rather than long thought out competent decisions, which have vision. The eventual demise of 
the Helicopter Squadron Flight Engineer, was rendered obsolete in less than six months.  

     The Flight Engineer of 12 Wing Shearwater historically had been an unknown entity. The Maritime Squadron community did not appear 
to have a full appreciation of how to utilize a Flight Engineer, nor effectively employ them to their full potential. To clearly understand the 
role of Flight Engineers, we initially should emphasize how the totality of their training justifies their means. The Flight Engineer performed 
an important function at squadron level, but had not had a clearly defined role, nor had they been properly utilized in the Helicopter Squad-
ron training community. 
     To elaborate fully, we must start at the beginning. The candidates were members who had served a minimum of six years as an Airframe, 
Engine, or Instrument Electrical technician, who were recommended for training and had been selected by a remuster board. 
     The first phase of training began with a 90 day basic course, which provided the trainee with theory and an overview of all 500 series 
occupations. This training is to a detailed level of knowledge for the primary trades; Airframe, Engine and Instrument Electrical systems, 
and deals with both rotary and fixed wing theory of flight, plus all primary flight control systems, jet turbine engine types, propellers and 
rotary wing drive trains, and instrument electrical systems. Further avionics systems training provided the trainee with a thorough 
knowledge of basic communication, radar and integral systems, on a multitude of aircraft types. Other ancillary duties are also included. 
     The aim of the initial discussion is to indicate the quantity and duration of training, to emphasize the desire the Fight Engineer has 
throughout the selection process and indeed throughout the initial training. Learning a multitude of systems, acquiring and retaining this 
knowledge and applying this knowledge throughout their careers. 
     The second phase of training, which fulfills the requirements for "B" category Sea King Flight Engineer is as follows. Attaining the Sea 
King Airframe, Engine and Instrument Electrical systems courses, which were prerequisites to the CH124A Flight Engineer course, the 
trainee commenced the curriculum. The ground school prepared the trainee to fulfill the duties of a Fight Engineer and to monitor aircraft 
systems during student pilot clear hood and instrument phases of flight training. This training required the Flight Engineer to perform pre-
fight inspections, monitor instruments and aircraft systems, perform 30 minute cabin checks, maintain a Flight Engineer Log, radio commu-
nications, maintain a fuel burn calculation, providing accurate performance figures (tuning, topping, W&B, SSE etc.), pre landing and post 
landing checks, plus other duties as assigned. The conclusion of "B" category training consisted of troubleshooting the aircraft systems or 
diagnosing various problems the Sea King might encounter at base level. The other duties that were performed within HT 406 Squadron 
consisted of test flights, hoisting and slinging, which was valuable when the other crewmember instructors are unavailable for this phase of 
pilot training. 
     Once the trainee had attained "B" category, wings standard, they were able to perform restricted flying duties within local base level.                  
The final phase of training commenced, to upgrade the trainee to "A" category. The trainee must have completed 50 hours on type and a 60 
days OJT, plus associated flight checks and exams. There was a thorough hand on training which exposed the trainees to a majority of prob-
lems which they might encounter away from home base. As well, the Flight Engineer also required a comprehensive knowledge of the ser-
vicing log set and associated paper work, this training provided them with a knowledge to the level of "inspected and passed by" on the 
CF'349 Maintenance Record, and servicing inspections of all aircraft trades affecting the Sea King. The maintenance and logistical support 
of the aircraft became the primary requirement when away from home base. 
     This outline of tasks and training should have indicated a need for a formidable and clarified role. 
     To expand upon how the Flight Engineers carried out this role, the following elaborates the flight abilities rendered. The average flying 
time during pilot training exceeded 100 flight hours per year, per Flight Engineer at base level. The remainder of flight hours the Flight En-
gineer acquired could exceed 200 additional hours per year, which were attained during pilot training cross countries or other deployments. 
Here they became a valuable resource as the normal crew members assigned for pilot training flights. TACCO and AESOP instructors were 
normally involved in an extensive training within their own Military Occupation . 
     Although the other aircrew Military Occupations required dedicated training flights, no dedicated flying time was required for Flight 
Engineer training, as the course advantageously used the pilot training flights. 
     The capabilities of the Flight Engineer were emphasized throughout all phases of their training. This was shown by the significant 
amount of training accomplished pertaining to the Sea King, and also the advantages of a Flight Engineer employed during pilot flight train-
ing phases. The Flight Engineer augmented the other instructors, who normally would be more involved in this pilot training. This allowed 
the TACCO and AESOP instructors to attend to their own extensive training load, thus relieving some of the pressure. 
      The following shows how the Flight Engineer training didn't affect the squadron Yearly Flying Requirements. 
      The trade requirements of the Flight Engineer resolved a great deal of monetary concerns for the base when the aircraft became unser-
viceable while away, as they provided limited snag rectification and engine/airframe adjustments. With the introduction of the Directorate of 
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Maintenance Organization supplementary inspection on the aircraft, west coast rotations of the Flight Engineers had become a valuable 
resource, replacing what normally required 14 technicians. The other squadrons, Helicopter Squadron 423 and 443, recognized and utilized 
the Flight Engineer for cost effectiveness, there abilities to perform both in-flight duties and a multitude of servicing and maintenance tasks 
had advantages. 
     The exposure to airports and Bases that Flight Engineers experienced, that operational crews were not normally exposed to, provided 
valuable logistical support. The week prior to the Shearwater International Air Show, the Flight Engineers had deployed to CFB Greenwood 
to service and maintain up to four aircraft, thus continuing the ongoing pilot syllabus, which if delayed, could have seriously affected the 
training schedule. Base Maintenance Test Flight had also indicated employment potential in the role rendered, by utilizing the Flight Engi-
neer for their technical expertise and the capabilities they possessed, up to and including forward flight tests, had valuable advantages. 
     The utilization of Flight Engineers in an appropriate manner had shown the advantages and effectiveness in a diversity of areas. For 
years, the Flight Engineers had met the demand, but clarification and recognition of their role remained undefined and unsupported, thus 
removing their positions. 
     If nothing more, my interest in writing this article would be in some small way to thank the relatively small number of Flight Engineers 
who served their time in VS/HS/MH 406 since 1975, most of whom started long and successful Flight Engineer careers there. Also to in-
form a new military the usefulness of a small number of members, who successfully met the overwhelming challenges, endless obligations, 
long arduous working hours, meek financial gains, and selfless dedication, fulfilling the requirements in the Helicopter Squadron Sea King 
Flight Engineer Fraternity. One would wonder if the right decision was made to delete 
these positions...I think not. 
The following is a list of Helicopter Squadron Flight Engineers who served in the 406 
Squadron, if there are inaccuracies I apologize.  
 NAME   LAST KNOWN SQN                   YEARS SERVED 
1.  Gary Theriault*  Shearwater (Airframe)   75-76 
2.  Ren Clarke  Calgary (Retd)    75-77 
3.  Bruce Halton  413 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)  75-77 
4.  Bob Belanger  435 Sqn Edmonton (Retd)   77-80 
5.  Jens Christensen  St Albert (Retd)    77-80 
6.  John Cameron  Westville (Retd)    77-80 
7.  Bob Brown*  Deceased    77-80 
8.  Bob Edwards  407 Sqn Comox (Retd)   77-80 
9.  lan Murray  MOAT Greenwood (Retd)   79-81 
10.  Robert Parkinson  429 Sqn Trenton (Retd)   81-84 
11.  Karl Derhak  405 Sgn Greenwood   82-86 
12.  John Nolet  405 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)  83-87 
13.  Brian Branch  427 Sqn Petawawa (Retd)   84-87 
14.  Steve Jenkins  415 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)  84-89 
15.  Steve Ripley  413 Sqn Greenwood   85-89 
16.  Tony Labreche*  Shearwater (Retd)   87-91 
17.  Mark Flawn  415 Sqn Greenwood   88-93 
18.  Gerry Corrigan*  Shearwater    89-91 
19.  Jeff Nickerson*  Shearwater    89-94 
20.  Jim Fisher*  443 Sqn Victoria    90-91 
21.  Rod Gray  424 Sqn Trenton    91-End 
22.  Karen Tulk  Colorado Springs    91-94 
23.  Paul Beatty  413 Sqn Greenwood   92-End 
24.  Mike Langdon*  415 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)  93-End 
25.  Nelson Bill  439 Sqn Bagotville   93-End 
27.  Brad Shephard  424 Sqn Trenton    94-End 
28.  Bob Rix   415 Sqn  Greenwood   94-End 
Notes: 
1.   Theriault returned to the airframe trade after being diagnosed with Diabetes. 
7.   Bob Brown was killed in Hercules crash in Edmonton. 
16. Tony Labreche was in an accident in Kingston, and later chose to reclassify into new occupation. He is presently released. 
19. Jeff Nickerson was in an accident in Kingston.  He is presently released. 
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18. Gerry Corrigan, after a serious accident in Aug 91 in which he suffered a serious back injury, was medically released. 
20. Jim Fisher, after a short time in 406, was offered a commission to Pers Admin, last served on 443 Sqn Victoria. 
24. Mike Langdon after a serious accident in May 94, suffered serious burns, two pilots were fatally injured.   

Sagita's hot air-powered Sherpa rethinks the ultra-light helicopter 

C ertainly one of the more intriguing things on display at this year's Paris Air Show, the 
Sherpa, by Belgian start-up Sagitta, aims to make the helicopter simpler, more effi-

cient, more reliable and more affordable. The helicopter's rotors are directly driven by tur-
bines which are themselves powered by hot air and fumes from the helicopter's power 
plant. Sagita claims that this makes the aircraft approximately 85 percent efficient, while 
doing away with the need for a tail rotor. 
     Rather than driving the rotors directly, the Sherpa's engine instead powers a compressor 
with an air intake at the rear of the helicopter. That compressor feeds some of its air to the 
engine to aid combustion, while the rest draws heat from the Sherpa's cooling system be-
fore being mixed with engine exhaust fumes to heat the air to 100º C (212º F). The compressed hot air drives two turbines, which directly 
drive the Sherpa's two contra-rotating rotors. Sagita claims that no additional cooling measures are required, and that because fewer moving 
parts are needed overall, maintenance is reduced. 
     The two-seater's distinctive bullet-shaped fuselage comes as a result of the air intake to the rear, needed to supply the compressor with 
air. The cockpit is about 4.8 ft. wide and 4.1 ft. high. The Sherpa's nose-to-tail length, excluding rotors, is just under 15.8 ft. 
     The 1:1 scale Sherpa on show in Paris is just a model, and at this stage, the helicopter's performance is theoretical.  
     Sherpa inventor and Sagita Director, Hubert Antoine, suggested that the technology is applicable to much larger helicopters. He also 
suggested the Sherpa has the potential to become a UAV platform. 
     It's hoped that the aircraft, in development since Sagita's founding in 2008, will make its debut flight in 2 years, and go on sale in 3. It's 
target price is, US$200,000.Though a full-scale working prototype is yet to be built, Sagita claims to have proven the concept (albeit with 
an electric motor) with a one-fifth scale model. 

SNOWBIRDS PERFORM DOWN SOUTH 

C anada's military air demonstration teams are always well received in the U.S., but this year they'll be especially 
welcome at the relatively few American dates they have booked. 

     When the Thunderbirds, the Blue Angels, and other military demonstration teams cancelled their 2013 season due to 
budget cuts, it threw the airshow world into turmoil. Without current military aircraft 

to help draw crowds, some 65 shows shut down, while others scrambled to find new headline acts. That 
means the only shows that will include military jet demos, are those attended by the Snowbirds and the 
CF-18 demo aircraft. 
     Additionally, the Patriots, the only civilian owned jet team in America, will also fly at some of the 
airshows. The Patriots six-ship and fully aerobatic team, flying L-39s, typically fly 10 to 12 shows a 
year. Following the cancellations by the military teams, they were  barraged by calls. If they accept all 
the invitations, they would be flying 30 or 40 shows this year.  

7 0 t h  A n n i v e r s a r y  W e e k e n d  
September 27 to 29, 2013 — 424 Squadron 

 
One of the longest standing squadrons in RCAF history has reached a milestone this year,  

and we would like to invite Tigers and Tiger alumni to come celebrate with us. 
We have a weekend of events planned, including a re-dedication of the 424 Memorial,  

a gala dinner and a tour of Prince Edward County. 
All past and present members of 424 Squadron, and their families, are welcome to join in the festivities. 

 Feel free to contact us if you have any questions or comments regarding the 70th Anniversary Weekend. 
Telephone: (613)-885-4823       E-mail: squadron424@yahoo.ca 

Address:     424 Search and Rescue/Transport Squadron, 
8 Wing / CFB Trenton,   P.O. Box 1000 Station Forces,   Astra,    Ontario,  Canada,   K0K 3W0 

mailto:squadron424@yahoo.ca�
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Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

Kondra,	(Bill),	William	 January	10,	2013	
Clark,	James,	Malcom	 May	17,	2013	
Cumming,	James,	Wallace	 June	22,	2013	
    Beale, James, A.  July 19, 2013 

We	record	with	great	sadness	the	passing	of	the	
	following	members	of	the	Association	

Fa l l e n   Ea g l e sFa l l e n   Ea g l e sFa l l e n   Ea g l e s    
Jim Cummigs 
Jim was employed with 424 (T) and Rescue Sqn. in Trenton on 
Dakotas, Caribou and Twin Otters. He remustered to FE in 1975 
and then was transferred to 435 Sqn. in Edmonton, Alberta. 
     Shortly after his arrival in Edmonton, he was scheduled with a 
flight through the Arctic Dew Line sites carrying an array of Gen-
erals. They were seated in the back of the aircraft enclosed by VIP 
curtains. 
     Captain Yakachuk was the aircraft commander. The first stop 
on the flight was at Hall Beach. The weather conditions were bad 
with severe crosswinds, blowing snow with low visibility. On 
landing, the aircraft was barely controllable accompanied by loud 
banging noises emanating from the underside of the aircraft. When 
the aircraft came to a full stop on the runway, Jim and Clyde 
Lyon, the other Flight Engineer, exited the aircraft and found that 
the nose and main wheel doors were severely damaged and hang-
ing loose. 
     The next day, Jim and Clyde, braving the terrible weather con-
ditions, removed the linkages and doors. It required many hours to 
remove the hard packed snow lodged in the wheel wells. The only 
person to come down to the aircraft that day, was the Commander 
of Air Transport. He advised us that he thought we were beyond 
our scope on the work we were carrying out. We advised him that 
we had been Technicians much longer than we had been Flight 
Engineers, at which point he left, but only after studying us for 
awhile. 
     The next day we took off with the doors and linkages piled 
inside the aircraft, and continued on our trip, and at a slower air-
speed. 
     After completing his tour with 435 Sqn, Jim was posted to 
Baldy Hughs, Radar Base in Prince George, British Columbia as 
Base Warrant Officer. 
     Jim was an excellent Technician and Flight Engineer.  

WILLIAM 'BILL' KONDRA 
With great sadness, the family of William 
'Bill' Kondra announce his passing at the Palli-
ative Care Unit, St. Paul's Hospital 4 days 
short of his 91st birthday.  
     Bill was born and raised in the Prud'homme 
district. He enlisted in the Canadian Air Force 
in 1941, served in England as the only Canadian in a crew of seven.     
He completed 30 missions over Europe in a Lancaster. He was hon-
ourably discharged after the war. He re-enlisted and served for an-
other 25 years throughout Canada. 
     Bill then worked for Canada Post in Sherwood Park as a friendly 
letter carrier for 12 years. Retiring to Saskatoon, he was reunited 
with a neighbour, Olga (Burtney) Wolffe  Painchaud. They married 
one year later. He was a brave man as with his new wife, came 10 
children and spouses and 13 grandchildren. Life for Bill was no 
longer the same. They both felt blessed. 
     Bill dedicated his life to his parish, the Knights of Columbus and 
the Nutana Legion and Museum. 
     He was very proud of his air force career. Remembrance Day 
was very important to Bill – giving talks at the Legion and presenta-
tions at schools. He was very involved in reorganizing, expanding 
and the operation of the Nutana Legion Museum. 
     Bill was a handyman and loved working with wood. He spent 
hours in his shop. He created many carvings of birds and flowers, 
and made useful things like cutting boards, shelving for floor lamps 
and toothpick holders. He even built tricycles and airplanes that the 
grandkids could ride. 
Clark, James Malcom 

James was born in Old Harry, Magdalen Islands. James re-
tired after 33 proud years with the Royal Canadian Air Force 
as a flight engineer. He was a member of the Royal Canadian 

Legion, Branch No. 98, 
Kingston, Nova Scotia. In 
his retirement years, he 
enjoyed gardening and 
was an avid outdoorsman 
who enjoyed hunting, 
fishing and camping. 

James A. Beale, DFC  

He joined the RCAF in 1942, attached to the Royal Air Force, 
550 Sqn. and was a pilot of the Lancaster Bomber. In 1945, he 
was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for "Courage and 
devotion to duty for many hazardous operations". 
     Released in 1945, he reenlisted as an Aero Engine Technician 
with 412 Sqn. In 1948, he remustered to Flight Engineer and 
was involved in the Korean Air Lift. He visited many countries. 
     A list of some impressive passengers included HRH Queen 
Elizabeth, Churchill, and Prime Ministers St. Laurent, Pearson 
and Diefenbaker. In 1969, he moved to 436 Sqn. He retired in 
1973 as a Warrant Officer. He was president of 418 Wing. He 
was also a member of 413 Wing and Branch 110 Trenton Legion. 
     He made many trips to England to attend 550 Bomber reunions 
with members of his family. In 2011, "The James A. Beale, Let 
them be kids Playground at Prince Charles School" was named 
after him, which was a great honour. 


	Flying as a passenger, you probably haven't seen a Flight Engineer in along time. The passenger airlines, freight carriers and military have all but retired their three-person aircraft. It's happening in the Herks right now as they go to the glass cockpits in the new models.                Some of our Maritime Patrol aircraft are now reconfigured with glass cockpits.
	     Under the Aurora Incremental Modernization Project (AIMP), work has been underway for some time, upgrading computer, navigation, communication and radar systems, as well as making structural improvements to ten of eighteen CP-140 Aurora Maritime aircraft. The intent of the modernization project, is to keep the aircraft safe and operationally viable until 2020. 
	     Block II of the project, has brought a glass cockpit with the Navigation and Flight Instruments (NFI) component, provided by CMC Electronics, and a complete replacement of the communications suite.
	     DND has announced that it plans to replace the upgraded and 're-lifed' CP-140 Aurora fleet between 2015 and 2020, and the leading candidate for CP-140 replacement is the Boeing P-8 Poseidon. The P-8 flight deck is basically a modern 737 glass-cockpit.
	     As a result of these changes, the Flight Engineer station has been eliminated. The FE cockpit panel, has been replaced with digital displays on the pilots instrument panel. Health Monitoring and Engine Remote Diagnostics Technology have also removed the need for Flight Engineers hourly flight log readings .
	     A great deal of health monitoring technology has come out of the helicopter industry These aircraft are completely reliant on some mechanical systems where failure is catastrophic. So sensors and computer systems have been developed to collect data on such things as vibration, temperatures, pressures etc., allowing analysis and the detection of unhealthy trends.
	     Roll-Royce , General Electric and Pratt & Whitney have all adopted the use of health monitoring technologies to monitor how their engines are performing, combined with flight log monitoring.
	     Boeing Airplane Health Management (AHM) provides timely identification and diagnosis of airplane system issues, which improves performance and operational efficiency. A maintenance decision support capability provided through MyBoeingFleet.com, Airplane Health Management uses real-time airplane data to provide enhanced fault forwarding, troubleshooting, and historical fix information to reduce schedule interruptions, and increase maintenance and operational efficiency. It delivers valuable information when and where it's needed.
	     One feature of AHM Real-Time Fault Management with the airplane still in route is; in-flight faults are communicated to the ground and diagnosed, allowing the operator to make real-time operational decisions regarding maintenance, and quickly deploy the necessary people, parts, and equipment to mitigate the issue.
	     AHM automatically monitors, collects, and transmits service levels using the Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) through the installed Aircraft Condition Monitoring System (ACMS). This includes tire pressure, oxygen pressure, hydraulic fluid, auxiliary power unit (APU), and engine oil levels. Consumption trends are tracked to facilitate maintenance planning, calculate optimal service intervals, or provide supplemental information to an extended operations (ETOPS) program.
	     Most airline operators employ this Health Monitoring and Airplane Health Management technology to monitor and improve aircraft performance. Airlines also have servicing facilities at their scheduled destinations. Not so with the military, because of its requirements to carry out tasks and various missions at any time, and in any part of the world. As a result, they are obliged to carry onboard Aviation Systems Technicians or Avionics System Technicians to maintain and service the aircraft when away from their home base.
	      Todays Flight Engineers, are selected from current serving CF members usually through Occupation Transfer. This means that only serving CF members can apply for transfer, once trained in a CF occupation, if they meet certain criteria. Accordingly, if you are interested in becoming a Flight Engineer, you must enrol in the Aviation Systems Technician (AVN Tech) or the Avionics Systems Technician (AVS Tech) occupation. 
	     An inherent draw back with the modern glass cockpits, is that it has made pilots become Automation Dependent Crews (Automation Managers).  Because of this, the diminished use of hands-on pilot skills, have become a major concern as a result of pilots total reliance on cockpit automation. A prime example, was the crash of Air France Flight 447 (Propwash, August 2011) off the Brazilian coast in 2009. The crash investigation concluded, that the cockpit crew took the wrong steps to correct a high-altitude stall, and blamed the errors on poor training of those piloting today's highly automated aircraft. The recent crash of the Asiana Boeing 777, has all the earmarks of poor piloting skills.
	You can watch a very interesting video relating to Automated Cockpits titled “Children of Magenta” at; 
	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3kREPMzMLK
		Pilots Avoided Manual Flying, Former Trainers Say

	As the Asiana Airlines Inc. jet neared Los Angeles International Airport, Captain Vic Hooper told his Korean co-pilot to make a visual approach, meaning he'd manually fly instead of letting automation do the work.
     The co-pilot froze, leaving them too high and off course, Hooper said about the incident, which occurred several years ago. Hooper said he had to take over the controls to get the Boeing 777 back on track.
     "I don't need to know this," Hooper said the co-pilot told him later, explaining why a maneuver that's second nature to most U.S. airline pilots rattled him. "We just don't do this."
     U.S. crash investigators are examining the manual flying skills and cockpit teamwork among the pilots of Asiana, Flight 214 as they determine why the 777 crashed in San Francisco on July 6, killing three teenaged girls from China. Two passengers remain in critical condition at San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center.
     Pilots were being told by air-traffic controllers to use visual approaches the day of the accident because the airport's glide slope, which helps line up the correct path to the runway, was closed for construction. 
	Too Low
     The plane was coming in too low and had gotten almost 40 miles an hour slower than the target approach speed when its landing gear and tail struck a seawall short of the runway. 
	The Loening Flying Yatch 
	Certainly a Contender for One of Canada's Ugliest Flying Machines
	The Loening Model 23L Flying Yacht, developed by German-born Grover Loening, came to Canada on October 8, 1922, as G-CADV for Laurentide Air Services, and flew from Remi Lake near Kapuskasing, Ontario, until ferried to Lac la Tortue in Quebec. The unaeronautical contraption consisted of spruce, glue and fabric, and resembled a bathtub more than a flying machine. The prototype's maiden flight occurred in 1921, and thankfully, the Loening Aeronautical Engineering Company in New York manufactured only 16. A flying boat designed to cater to wealthy sportsmen, basic price averaged $19,500.
	     Unable to peddle more than a handful to wealthy sportsmen, Loening convinced the U.S. Army to acquire several as the S-1. Limited sales suggested a study northward, where lack of roads and railways blended with numerous lakes and rivers, promised potential markets at a time when war surplus biplanes could be bought for a few hundred dollars. The Model 23Us hideousness did not prevent pilot David McCullock from establishing a 19,500 foot altitude record. Another pilot set a seaplane speed record of 103 miles per hour. Powered by an air-cooled, 400-hp, 12-cylinder Liberty L-12 engine, and pushed by a four-blade propeller, the Loening carried four passengers and pilot above a two ply hull with 16 watertight compartments.
	     Fixed wing floats prevented capsizing, and high windows on each side left observers the impression that someone forgot to add a roof. A "Description of Aircraft" by the Controller of Civil Aviation, showed one Canadian import with a 1,721-pound empty weight and 3,260 pounds fully loaded. However, a temporary certificate dated July 25, 1925, permitted a 4,265-pound takeoff. Stick controlled and twin tailed with a 45 foot wingspan, the bathtub's forward visibility suited forest sketching and fire patrols. A 57 pound anchor carried in the nose detracted from revenue earning possibilities. At least replacement engines would not pose problems, since 20,748 Liberties had been assembled between 1917 and 1919.
	     Owned by the Ontario Provincial Air Service (OPAS), G-CAOO (and called "Owl" by pilots and mechanics from the registration  last letter), came from U.S. headquartered Rogers Aircraft Company on November 16, 1924, and based in Sault Ste. Marie. 
	An Overview of Todays Flight Engineer
	The value of the Flight Engineer occupation is well-recognized, and this important cadre of flyers will continue their vital contribution to Air Force operations for decades to come. Change is required however, for the occupation’s 
	long-term health and for the success of its members.
	Changes to occupation structure
	The Flight Engineer rank structure has been revamped and made more consistent with other CF occupations. Changes will be implemented between now and 2015, and, as a result, Flight Sergeants and below will carry out the technical work.
	     Flight Engineer career paths will expand beyond flying operations, providing greater employment flexibility and improved succession planning and rank progression opportunities.
	     By 2015, the Corporal to Sergeant rank levels will carry out flying duties. Warrant Officers will maintain their responsibilities as Flight Engineer leaders on most flying squadrons, but with full concentration on leadership and supervisory duties. Standards and evaluation Warrant Officers will continue to perform flying duties due to the requirements of their jobs.
	     Also, effective in 2015, all Flight Engineer Warrant Officers (and above), will transfer to the aircraft maintenance superintendant (AM Sup) occupation, consistent with air maintenance occupations. Opportunities are available on a case-by-case basis for those Flight Engineers wishing to transfer before 2015.
	     For successful transition to AM Sup, a limited number of Master Corporal and Sergeant-level Flight Engineers will be employed in maintenance positions, to build first-hand experience in higher-level maintenance functions and to gain supervisory exposure in aircraft maintenance settings.
	     In an effort to more closely align flying operations with aircraft maintenance operations, the Flight Engineer occupation will be managed under the air maintenance umbrella beginning in 2015.
	     With these structural changes, Flight Engineers will remain close to their roots as aircraft maintainers, while consistently honing their operational flying and technical skills.
	Changes to career paths
	     Previously, Flight Engineers on their initial tour, could not serve on four-engine aircraft. Following a change in air maintenance policies that are now qualification-based rather than rank-based, it’s now possible to employ newly trained Flight Engineers on all fleets, including the CC-130 Hercules and CP-140 Auroras.
	     Their career paths will also be modified to better use their previous aircraft maintenance experience, enabling continuity of knowledge on specific fleets and contributing to the Air Force mission, both inflight and on the hangar floor.
	Secure Future
	     Flight Engineers will continue to provide inflight technical expertise while benefiting from leadership opportunities and experiences. The new plan assures a very secure future for the occupation, and its members can look to the future with confidence and renewed optimism. The value of the Flight Engineer occupation is well recognized, and this important cadre of flyers will continue their vital contribution to Air Force operations for decades to come. Change is required however for the occupation’s long term health and for the success of its members.
	     Last September, avionics systems (AVS) technicians were able to apply for transfer to Flight Engineer, an occupation that blends maintenance responsibilities and operational flying on a variety of aircraft fleets.
	     “I see the Flight Engineer occupation as an opportunity to experience the challenge and excitement of flying, while continuing to build on the aircraft maintenance skills I already possess,” says Master Corporal Shawn Heighington, who intends to apply for occupation transfer as soon as it’s available to him. “After years of technical and flight line experience as an AVS technician, becoming a Flight Engineer is the logical next step for me.”
	     Until recently, transferring to the Flight Engineer occupation required an applicant to have previous qualifications as an experienced aviation (AVN) technician. No other occupation was eligible, because AVN was most closely aligned with maintenance qualifications and required minimal additional maintenance training. The Flight Engineer occupation is highly technical in nature, with its members being operational aircrew while also responsible for many maintenance functions on their aircraft.
	     However, modern aircraft are becoming increasingly avionics-centric. At the same time, there is significant commonality of training between AVN and AVS, particularly regarding flight line operations. Coupled with an upcoming revamp of the basic Flight Engineer course, the time was ripe to see if it was possible to include AVS technicians as potential Flight Engineers.
	     Therefore, as a result of in-depth study and evaluation of the issue, avionics systems (AVS) technicians were able to apply for voluntary occupation transfer starting in the fall of 2011, with the first AVS technicians who began training on the revamped Flight Engineer course, at 8 Wing Trenton, in April 2012.
	would also add the increasingly important avionics background into our mix.”
	     In addition, a new waiver standard for AVN techs was developed for times of difficult recruiting to allow AVN journeymen to apply for Flight Engineer, since the occupation transfer standard was considered too restrictive. The preferred regular (non-waiver) standard requires six years experience as an AVN tech.
	     The direct entry model, recruiting Flight Engineer through recruiting centres, has been set aside, since the training required to gain maintenance and operational flight qualifications is more than seven years. So there is no real advantage compared to transferring AVN and AVS techs. In September 2011, avionics systems (AVS) technicians were be able to apply for transfer to Flight Engineer, an occupation that blends maintenance responsibilities and operational flying on a variety of aircraft fleets.
	A Brief Look at the Aviation and Avionics Systems Trades
	     The Aviation Systems Technician apprentice course is designed to introduce the students to basic tools and the aircraft maintenance environment and develop them in the full range of their trade duties. By the end of training, the apprentice will be able to assess a technical problem and determine a plan to make the repairs. Instruction is provided by a combination of lectures, demonstrations and practical exercises using the school's equipment and facilities. Major subject areas covered in the course are:
	1.technical administration; 
	2.tools and equipment; 
	3.aircraft servicing; 
	4.operation of general purpose vehicles;
	5.aircraft wiring repair;
	6. aviation electrical and electronic theory;
	7. airframe and related systems;
	8. aircraft electrical systems and related components;
	9. aircraft weapon systems and related components;
	10. gas turbine engines and related systems;
	11. aircraft life support systems and related components. 
	     The Avionics Systems Technician course is designed to take unskilled junior ranks, introduce them to basic tools and the aircraft maintenance environment, and develop them in the full range of their trade duties. By the end of training, the apprentice will be able to assess a technical problem and determine a plan to make the repairs. Instruction is provided by a combination of lectures, demonstrations and practical exercises using the school's equipment and facilities. Major subject areas covered in the course are:
	1. technical administration;
	2. tools and equipment;
	3. aircraft servicing;
	4. aircraft instrument systems;
	5. automatic flight control systems;
	6. aircraft navigation systems;
	7. radar and communications systems;
	8. data processing and software storage systems;
	9. aircraft wiring, cables, and connectors;
	10. discrete components.
	     The course is preceded by a separate training phase of nine months called Performance Oriented Electronic Training (POET). POET covers much of the technological background theory for this trade and includes:
	1. Mathematics (including general technical maths and intro to calculus);
	2. Physics (motion, forces, energy, heat, light and sound);
	3. Computer Programming (introduction and electronics applications); 
	4. Electricity (circuits and electro-mechanical devices);
	5. Electronics (electronic devices, assembly methods, digital circuits, integrated circuits, electronic communications and discrete circuits);
	6. Technological Skills (measurement, technical communication, technical drafting, electronic drafting, systems troubleshooting);
	7. Communications Systems;
	8. Microcomputer Systems; 
	9. Electric Power and Machines.
	Have you ever wondered why it takes a college degree to break an airplane 
	but only a high school diploma to fix one? 
	The Big Fill
	Pumping gas into a jet
	At London's Heathrow, which moves more international passengers than any other airport, the fuel jockeys of the Aircraft Service International Group oversee refueling. Filling an Airbus A380 can take two hours, at a rate of about 1,000 gallons per minute. So much flow can generate static, which can create a deadly spark (jet fuel is kerosene-based, and much more flammable than gasoline).
	     But the hose is semi conductive to prevent such a conflagration. Add to much fuel, and the extra weight renders the craft less efficient; too little can be disastrous. And placing the wrong amounts of fuel in the various tanks can throw the craft off balance.
	     Fuelers work quickly, time wasted on the tarmac is money lost. To speed the process, they steer their vehicles under the plane's wing and begin pumping before they know the exact amount to fill up. The fueler positions his truck, its hose (which at some airports remains off the ground, buoyed by clamps attached to small wheels), the bonding cable and the lifting platform until he is under the craft's wing. He closes a switch called a deadman handle. Every two minutes, the fueler resets the handle to make sure the flow is continuous. As departure nears, the plane's captain will radio to request a final amount based on the span of the trip ahead, and weather conditions (headwinds can add 10 percent more fuel required for a trip). The A380's tanks hold 84,600 gallons, and its four Rolls-Royce Trent 900 engines will consume about a gallon of jet fuel every 78 miles for each passenger on board, 853 at full capacity. 
	ASIG's fuelers move about three million gallons of fuel every day at Heathrow Airport.
	     The helicopter lost power while flying over a remote Scottish island and was forced to make an 
	emergency landing. Luckily there was a small cottage nearby. 
	     The pilot walked over to it and knocked on the door. "Is there a mechanic in the area?" he asked the woman who answered the door.
	     She scratched her head and thought for a few seconds. 
	     "No," she finally said, pointing down the road, "but we do have a McArdle and a McKay.”
	JAPANS DEFENSE FORCES KAWASAKI P-1
	The Kawasaki P-1(previously P-X, XP-1) is a Japanese military aircraft and is intended as a replacement for the P-3C maritime patrol aircraft operated by the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force. 
	     Japan's Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) received the first two of a fleet of next generation P-1 Maritime Patrol Aircraft in March, with the planes being deployed at Atsugi Air Base in Kanagawa Prefecture in the past month of March.
	     The official delivery ceremony held in Gifu Prefecture, central Japan, heralds the beginning of the JMSDF's plans to acquire seven of the high-tech planes to be deployed by March 2014 and a total of 70 P-1s. 
     The P-1s, designed by Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd. in cooperation with the Defense Ministry, will replace the current over 80 aging, P-3 Orion patrol planes used by the JMSDF.
     The new planes will undergo two years of operation flight testing, before being fully deployed on patrol duties.
     The P-1 development started in 2001 and was planed to finish in March 2012. The process was delayed for one year due to cracks found in its wings and bodies. 
	     As the successor to the P-3C, the P-1 is used for prolonged, extensive patrols in the sea areas surrounding Japan.
     The P-1 is a totally new aircraft that was developed and manufactured domestically, including the airframe, the engines and the patrol systems.
     With its latest technologies, the P-1 flies faster and has a greater range and useful load than the P-3C, enabling it to patrol the extensive sea areas surrounding Japan, for many hours.
	A dwarf goes to a very good but very busy doctor and asks: "I know you are busy but do you treat dwarfs?"
	The doctor replies: "Yes, but you will have to be a little patient.”
	Control, Alt, Delete...The Termination of the HS Flight Engineer
	The following story is just one example of the ever changing air force which seems to have more interest in knee jerk reactions rather than long thought out competent decisions, which have vision. The eventual demise of the Helicopter Squadron Flight Engineer, was rendered obsolete in less than six months. 
	     The Flight Engineer of 12 Wing Shearwater historically had been an unknown entity. The Maritime Squadron community did not appear to have a full appreciation of how to utilize a Flight Engineer, nor effectively employ them to their full potential. To clearly understand the role of Flight Engineers, we initially should emphasize how the totality of their training justifies their means. The Flight Engineer performed an important function at squadron level, but had not had a clearly defined role, nor had they been properly utilized in the Helicopter Squadron training community.
	     To elaborate fully, we must start at the beginning. The candidates were members who had served a minimum of six years as an Airframe, Engine, or Instrument Electrical technician, who were recommended for training and had been selected by a remuster board.
	     The first phase of training began with a 90 day basic course, which provided the trainee with theory and an overview of all 500 series occupations. This training is to a detailed level of knowledge for the primary trades; Airframe, Engine and Instrument Electrical systems, and deals with both rotary and fixed wing theory of flight, plus all primary flight control systems, jet turbine engine types, propellers and rotary wing drive trains, and instrument electrical systems. Further avionics systems training provided the trainee with a thorough knowledge of basic communication, radar and integral systems, on a multitude of aircraft types. Other ancillary duties are also included.
	     The aim of the initial discussion is to indicate the quantity and duration of training, to emphasize the desire the Fight Engineer has throughout the selection process and indeed throughout the initial training. Learning a multitude of systems, acquiring and retaining this knowledge and applying this knowledge throughout their careers.
	     The second phase of training, which fulfills the requirements for "B" category Sea King Flight Engineer is as follows. Attaining the Sea King Airframe, Engine and Instrument Electrical systems courses, which were prerequisites to the CH124A Flight Engineer course, the trainee commenced the curriculum. The ground school prepared the trainee to fulfill the duties of a Fight Engineer and to monitor aircraft systems during student pilot clear hood and instrument phases of flight training. This training required the Flight Engineer to perform pre-fight inspections, monitor instruments and aircraft systems, perform 30 minute cabin checks, maintain a Flight Engineer Log, radio communications, maintain a fuel burn calculation, providing accurate performance figures (tuning, topping, W&B, SSE etc.), pre landing and post landing checks, plus other duties as assigned. The conclusion of "B" category training consisted of troubleshooting the aircraft systems or diagnosing various problems the Sea King might encounter at base level. The other duties that were performed within HT 406 Squadron consisted of test flights, hoisting and slinging, which was valuable when the other crewmember instructors are unavailable for this phase of pilot training.
	     Once the trainee had attained "B" category, wings standard, they were able to perform restricted flying duties within local base level.                  The final phase of training commenced, to upgrade the trainee to "A" category. The trainee must have completed 50 hours on type and a 60 days OJT, plus associated flight checks and exams. There was a thorough hand on training which exposed the trainees to a majority of problems which they might encounter away from home base. As well, the Flight Engineer also required a comprehensive knowledge of the servicing log set and associated paper work, this training provided them with a knowledge to the level of "inspected and passed by" on the CF'349 Maintenance Record, and servicing inspections of all aircraft trades affecting the Sea King. The maintenance and logistical support of the aircraft became the primary requirement when away from home base.
	     This outline of tasks and training should have indicated a need for a formidable and clarified role.
	     To expand upon how the Flight Engineers carried out this role, the following elaborates the flight abilities rendered. The average flying time during pilot training exceeded 100 flight hours per year, per Flight Engineer at base level. The remainder of flight hours the Flight Engineer acquired could exceed 200 additional hours per year, which were attained during pilot training cross countries or other deployments. Here they became a valuable resource as the normal crew members assigned for pilot training flights. TACCO and AESOP instructors were normally involved in an extensive training within their own Military Occupation .
	     Although the other aircrew Military Occupations required dedicated training flights, no dedicated flying time was required for Flight Engineer training, as the course advantageously used the pilot training flights.
	     The capabilities of the Flight Engineer were emphasized throughout all phases of their training. This was shown by the significant amount of training accomplished pertaining to the Sea King, and also the advantages of a Flight Engineer employed during pilot flight training phases. The Flight Engineer augmented the other instructors, who normally would be more involved in this pilot training. This allowed the TACCO and AESOP instructors to attend to their own extensive training load, thus relieving some of the pressure.
	      The following shows how the Flight Engineer training didn't affect the squadron Yearly Flying Requirements.
	Maintenance Organization supplementary inspection on the aircraft, west coast rotations of the Flight Engineers had become a valuable resource, replacing what normally required 14 technicians. The other squadrons, Helicopter Squadron 423 and 443, recognized and utilized the Flight Engineer for cost effectiveness, there abilities to perform both in-flight duties and a multitude of servicing and maintenance tasks had advantages.
	     The exposure to airports and Bases that Flight Engineers experienced, that operational crews were not normally exposed to, provided valuable logistical support. The week prior to the Shearwater International Air Show, the Flight Engineers had deployed to CFB Greenwood to service and maintain up to four aircraft, thus continuing the ongoing pilot syllabus, which if delayed, could have seriously affected the training schedule. Base Maintenance Test Flight had also indicated employment potential in the role rendered, by utilizing the Flight Engineer for their technical expertise and the capabilities they possessed, up to and including forward flight tests, had valuable advantages.
	     The utilization of Flight Engineers in an appropriate manner had shown the advantages and effectiveness in a diversity of areas. For years, the Flight Engineers had met the demand, but clarification and recognition of their role remained undefined and unsupported, thus removing their positions.
	     If nothing more, my interest in writing this article would be in some small way to thank the relatively small number of Flight Engineers who served their time in VS/HS/MH 406 since 1975, most of whom started long and successful Flight Engineer careers there. Also to inform a new military the usefulness of a small number of members, who successfully met the overwhelming challenges, endless obligations, long arduous working hours, meek financial gains, and selfless dedication, fulfilling the requirements in the Helicopter Squadron Sea King Flight Engineer Fraternity. One would wonder if the right decision was made to delete these positions...I think not.
	The following is a list of Helicopter Squadron Flight Engineers who served in the 406 Squadron, if there are inaccuracies I apologize. 
		NAME			LAST KNOWN SQN                   YEARS SERVED
	1. 	Gary Theriault*		Shearwater (Airframe)			75-76
	2. 	Ren Clarke		Calgary (Retd)				75-77
	3. 	Bruce Halton		413 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)		75-77
	4. 	Bob Belanger		435 Sqn Edmonton (Retd)			77-80
	5. 	Jens Christensen		St Albert (Retd)				77-80
	6. 	John Cameron		Westville (Retd)				77-80
	7. 	Bob Brown*		Deceased				77-80
	8. 	Bob Edwards		407 Sqn Comox (Retd)			77-80
	9. 	lan Murray		MOAT Greenwood (Retd)			79-81
	10. 	Robert Parkinson		429 Sqn Trenton (Retd)			81-84
	11. 	Karl Derhak		405 Sgn Greenwood			82-86
	12. 	John Nolet		405 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)		83-87
	13. 	Brian Branch		427 Sqn Petawawa (Retd)			84-87
	14. 	Steve Jenkins		415 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)		84-89
	15. 	Steve Ripley		413 Sqn Greenwood			85-89
	16. 	Tony Labreche*		Shearwater (Retd)			87-91
	17. 	Mark Flawn		415 Sqn Greenwood			88-93
	18. 	Gerry Corrigan*		Shearwater				89-91
	19. 	Jeff Nickerson*		Shearwater				89-94
	20. 	Jim Fisher*		443 Sqn Victoria				90-91
	21. 	Rod Gray		424 Sqn Trenton				91-End
	22. 	Karen Tulk		Colorado Springs				91-94
	23. 	Paul Beatty		413 Sqn Greenwood			92-End
	24. 	Mike Langdon*		415 Sqn Greenwood (Retd)		93-End
	25. 	Nelson Bill		439 Sqn Bagotville			93-End
	27. 	Brad Shephard		424 Sqn Trenton				94-End
	28. 	Bob Rix 		415 Sqn  Greenwood			94-End
	Notes:
	1.   Theriault returned to the airframe trade after being diagnosed with Diabetes.
	7.   Bob Brown was killed in Hercules crash in Edmonton.
	16. Tony Labreche was in an accident in Kingston, and later chose to reclassify into new occupation. He is presently released.
	19. Jeff Nickerson was in an accident in Kingston.  He is presently released.
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	There are hours and hours of classic military aviation videos in this data base  You can loose yourself for hours and hours. 
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	70 yrs ago another "Lest we forget"... 
   http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2325460/Dambusters-Back-began-lone-Lancaster-marks-70-years-audacious-Dambusters-raid.html
	18. Gerry Corrigan, after a serious accident in Aug 91 in which he suffered a serious back injury, was medically released.
	20. Jim Fisher, after a short time in 406, was offered a commission to Pers Admin, last served on 443 Sqn Victoria.
	24. Mike Langdon after a serious accident in May 94, suffered serious burns, two pilots were fatally injured.  
	Sagita's hot air-powered Sherpa rethinks the ultra-light helicopter
	Certainly one of the more intriguing things on display at this year's Paris Air Show, the Sherpa, by Belgian start-up Sagitta, aims to make the helicopter simpler, more efficient, more reliable and more affordable. The helicopter's rotors are directly driven by turbines which are themselves powered by hot air and fumes from the helicopter's power plant. Sagita claims that this makes the aircraft approximately 85 percent efficient, while doing away with the need for a tail rotor.
	     Rather than driving the rotors directly, the Sherpa's engine instead powers a compressor with an air intake at the rear of the helicopter. That compressor feeds some of its air to the engine to aid combustion, while the rest draws heat from the Sherpa's cooling system before being mixed with engine exhaust fumes to heat the air to 100º C (212º F). The compressed hot air drives two turbines, which directly drive the Sherpa's two contra-rotating rotors. Sagita claims that no additional cooling measures are required, and that because fewer moving parts are needed overall, maintenance is reduced.
	     The two-seater's distinctive bullet-shaped fuselage comes as a result of the air intake to the rear, needed to supply the compressor with air. The cockpit is about 4.8 ft. wide and 4.1 ft. high. The Sherpa's nose-to-tail length, excluding rotors, is just under 15.8 ft.
	     The 1:1 scale Sherpa on show in Paris is just a model, and at this stage, the helicopter's performance is theoretical. 
	     Sherpa inventor and Sagita Director, Hubert Antoine, suggested that the technology is applicable to much larger helicopters. He also suggested the Sherpa has the potential to become a UAV platform.
	     It's hoped that the aircraft, in development since Sagita's founding in 2008, will make its debut flight in 2 years, and go on sale in 3. It's target price is, US$200,000.Though a full-scale working prototype is yet to be built, Sagita claims to have proven the concept (albeit with an electric motor) with a one-fifth scale model.
	SNOWBIRDS PERFORM DOWN SOUTH
	Canada's military air demonstration teams are always well received in the U.S., but this year they'll be especially welcome at the relatively few American dates they have booked.
	     When the Thunderbirds, the Blue Angels, and other military demonstration teams cancelled their 2013 season due to budget cuts, it threw the airshow world into turmoil. Without current military aircraft to help draw crowds, some 65 shows shut down, while others scrambled to find new headline acts. That means the only shows that will include military jet demos, are those attended by the Snowbirds and the CF-18 demo aircraft.
	     Additionally, the Patriots, the only civilian owned jet team in America, will also fly at some of the airshows. The Patriots six-ship and fully aerobatic team, flying L-39s, typically fly 10 to 12 shows a year. Following the cancellations by the military teams, they were  barraged by calls. If they accept all the invitations, they would be flying 30 or 40 shows this year. 
	70th Anniversary Weekend
	September 27 to 29, 2013 — 424 Squadron
	One of the longest standing squadrons in RCAF history has reached a milestone this year, 
	and we would like to invite Tigers and Tiger alumni to come celebrate with us.
	We have a weekend of events planned, including a re-dedication of the 424 Memorial, 
	a gala dinner and a tour of Prince Edward County.
	All past and present members of 424 Squadron, and their families, are welcome to join in the festivities.
	 Feel free to contact us if you have any questions or comments regarding the 70th Anniversary Weekend.
	Telephone: (613)-885-4823       E-mail: squadron424@yahoo.ca
	Address:     424 Search and Rescue/Transport Squadron,
8 Wing / CFB Trenton,   P.O. Box 1000 Station Forces,   Astra,    Ontario,  Canada,   K0K 3W0
	{ Kondra, (Bill), William	January 10, 2013
	{ Clark, James, Malcom	May 17, 2013
	{ Cumming, James, Wallace	June 22, 2013
	{    Beale, James, A.		July 19, 2013
	We record with great sadness the passing of the
	 following members of the Association
	Jim Cummigs
	Jim was employed with 424 (T) and Rescue Sqn. in Trenton on Dakotas, Caribou and Twin Otters. He remustered to FE in 1975 and then was transferred to 435 Sqn. in Edmonton, Alberta.
	     Shortly after his arrival in Edmonton, he was scheduled with a flight through the Arctic Dew Line sites carrying an array of Generals. They were seated in the back of the aircraft enclosed by VIP curtains.
	     Captain Yakachuk was the aircraft commander. The first stop on the flight was at Hall Beach. The weather conditions were bad with severe crosswinds, blowing snow with low visibility. On landing, the aircraft was barely controllable accompanied by loud banging noises emanating from the underside of the aircraft. When the aircraft came to a full stop on the runway, Jim and Clyde Lyon, the other Flight Engineer, exited the aircraft and found that the nose and main wheel doors were severely damaged and hanging loose.
	     The next day, Jim and Clyde, braving the terrible weather conditions, removed the linkages and doors. It required many hours to remove the hard packed snow lodged in the wheel wells. The only person to come down to the aircraft that day, was the Commander of Air Transport. He advised us that he thought we were beyond our scope on the work we were carrying out. We advised him that we had been Technicians much longer than we had been Flight Engineers, at which point he left, but only after studying us for awhile.
	     The next day we took off with the doors and linkages piled inside the aircraft, and continued on our trip, and at a slower airspeed.
	     After completing his tour with 435 Sqn, Jim was posted to Baldy Hughs, Radar Base in Prince George, British Columbia as Base Warrant Officer.
	     Jim was an excellent Technician and Flight Engineer. 
	WILLIAM 'BILL' KONDRA
	With great sadness, the family of William 'Bill' Kondra announce his passing at the Palliative Care Unit, St. Paul's Hospital 4 days short of his 91st birthday. 
	     Bill was born and raised in the Prud'homme district. He enlisted in the Canadian Air Force in 1941, served in England as the only Canadian in a crew of seven.     He completed 30 missions over Europe in a Lancaster. He was honourably discharged after the war. He re-enlisted and served for another 25 years throughout Canada.
	     Bill then worked for Canada Post in Sherwood Park as a friendly letter carrier for 12 years. Retiring to Saskatoon, he was reunited with a neighbour, Olga (Burtney) Wolffe  Painchaud. They married one year later. He was a brave man as with his new wife, came 10 children and spouses and 13 grandchildren. Life for Bill was no longer the same. They both felt blessed.
	     Bill dedicated his life to his parish, the Knights of Columbus and the Nutana Legion and Museum.
	     He was very proud of his air force career. Remembrance Day was very important to Bill – giving talks at the Legion and presentations at schools. He was very involved in reorganizing, expanding and the operation of the Nutana Legion Museum.
	     Bill was a handyman and loved working with wood. He spent hours in his shop. He created many carvings of birds and flowers, and made useful things like cutting boards, shelving for floor lamps and toothpick holders. He even built tricycles and airplanes that the grandkids could ride.
	Clark, James Malcom
	James was born in Old Harry, Magdalen Islands. James retired after 33 proud years with the Royal Canadian Air Force as a flight engineer. He was a member of the Royal Canadian Legion, Branch No. 98, Kingston, Nova Scotia. In his retirement years, he enjoyed gardening and was an avid outdoorsman who enjoyed hunting, fishing and camping.
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